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NEW QUESTION: 1
All of the following are techniques that can be used to specify or model requirements except for
which one?
A. Organization modeling
B. State diagrams
C. Data modeling
D. Work breakdown structure creation
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question
in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets

might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these
questions will not appear in the review screen.
You have a Power BI model that contains two tables named Sales and Date. Sales contains four
columns
named TotalCost, DueDate, ShipDate, and OrderDate. Date contains one column named Date.
The tables have the following relationships:
Sales[DueDate] and Date[Date]
Sales[ShipDate] and Date[Date]
Sales[OrderDate] and Date[Date]
The active relationship is on Sales[DueDate].
You need to create measures to count the number of orders by [ShipDate] and the orders by
[OrderDate].
You must meet the goal without duplicating data or loading additional data.
Solution: You create a calculated table. You create a measure that uses the new table.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
During the execution of a MapReduce v2 (MRv2) job on YARN, where does the Mapper place the
intermediate data each Map task?
A. The Mapper stores the intermediate data in HDFS on the node where the MAP tasks ran in
the HDFS /usercache/&[user]sppcache/application_&(appid) directory for the user who ran the
job
B. The Mapper stores the intermediate data on the underlying filesystem of the local disk in the
directories yarn.nodemanager.local-dirs
C. The Mapper stores the intermediate data on the mode running the job's ApplicationMaster
so that is available to YARN's ShuffleService before the data is presented to the Reducer
D. The Mapper transfers the intermediate data immediately to the Reducers as it generated by
the Map task
E. YARN holds the intermediate data in the NodeManager's memory (a container) until it is
transferred to the Reducers
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Ann, a software developer, wants to publish her newly developed software to an online store.
Ann wants to ensure that the software will not be modified by a third party or end users before
being installed on mobile devices. Which of the following should Ann implement to stop
modified copies of her software from running on mobile devices?
A. Remote attestation
B. Single sign-on
C. Identity propagation
D. Secure code review

Answer: A
Explanation:
Trusted Computing (TC) is a technology developed and promoted by the Trusted Computing
Group. With Trusted Computing, the computer will consistently behave in expected ways, and
those behaviors will be enforced by computer hardware and software. Enforcing this behavior
is achieved by loading the hardware with a unique encryption key inaccessible to the rest of the
system.
Remote attestation allows changes to the user's computer to be detected by authorized
parties. For example, software companies can identify unauthorized changes to software,
including users tampering with their software to circumvent technological protection
measures. It works by having the hardware generate a certificate stating what software is
currently running. The computer can then present this certificate to a remote party to show
that unaltered software is currently executing.
Remote attestation is usually combined with public-key encryption so that the information
sent can only be read by the programs that presented and requested the attestation, and not
by an eavesdropper.
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